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A Message from National Co-President and Incoming Florida Chapter President
Anthony “Tony” D. Leonardi
I want to introduce myself and then discuss how awesome
the Florida Chapter convention was this year. For those of you
who do not know me, I am Anthony D. Leonardi. Currently, I serve
as National Co-President of UPMA. I’ve been a member of NAPUS and now UPMA for over 18 years. My wife’s name is Karyn
and I have daughter, Isabella. In February of 2016 I received a lateral transfer from Rocky Hill, Connecticut, to Mims, Florida. Something else you may not be aware of if you didn’t attend the chapter
convention is that I was elected to be the Florida Chapter President
beginning November 1, 2018.
If you were unable to attend the convention, you missed out on a good one.
We had awesome training from the District on financial accountability and from the
POOMs themselves on what they want to see in your eCareer to give you the best
opportunity to get promoted. The training was highlighted by a class on Informed
Visibility given by the District Manager of Sun Coast, Eric Chavez. We had a district
manager panel discussion with all three of Florida’s district managers participating: Dave Martin (Gulf Atlantic), Tim Costello (South Florida) and Eric Chavez
(Suncoast). They answer questions from the attendees, clarified policies, and told
us what they expect from us, their Postmasters and Managers. I cannot stress
enough how valuable this interaction was; getting this kind of information directly
from them is key to our understanding of what is expected.
Another thing you may not know is that the hotel with which we had originally
signed a contract had to be shut down for unexpected repairs just thirty days prior to
the start of our convention. Despite all of the last minute changes in location, we
had an awesome time, and I believe Florida will build on this success going forward
with future conventions.

I would like to close by thanking everyone who attended, and especially Kathleen Peadon (KC), our Convention Chair, without her it would have never been such
a success.
Tony Leonardi
Co-President
United Postmasters and Managers of America
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2018 Florida Chapter Convention Report
KC Peaden
2018 Convention Coordinator
Vice President Postmaster Retirees

THANK YOU TO ALL WHO ATTENEDED THIS YEARS STATE CONVENTION in Cocoa Beach!
Everyone made this year’s event a HUGE SUCCESS!!

We had 95 in attendance=33 Postmasters, Managers and Supervisors (13 FIRST TIMERS),
14 retirees, 10 guests, 16 speakers and 22 vendors (15 tables).
Our 13 First Timers and 8 of their sponsors all received FREE REGISTRATION.
We had a great line up of training which started off with our District Manager’s Forum- Eric Chavez,
Suncoast District, David Martin, Gulf Atlantic District and Tim Costello, South Fl District.
Eric Chavez, Suncoast District Manager also gave a training class on Informed Visibility.
Managers of Post Office Operations from Suncoast District and Gulf Atlantic District offered training
on eCareer-which included critiques on ecareer, interview techniques, questions and answers.
Jose Melendez, Postmaster Rockledge-offered training on hiring,
Linda Burbage, Field Financial Specialist offered training on Postal Retail Unit review and that was all
on FRIDAY!
We also had the elections for State President Retirees-Mike McCullough and Vice President Sandee
Peaden-Oliver, they will continue their positions, already on the board -Executive Vice President
Sandy Stokes, Cathy Owens Secretary/Treasurer, Vice President KC Peaden and Past President
Donna Loud.
Saturday, Tony Leonardi, Co National President spoke on updates from the national office, we heard
from two very qualified candidates for National President, Dan Heins and Richard Hui.
Rodney Boland, National Vice President Retirees and Nancy Grace, Executive Vice President spoke
on UPMA Officer’s Training, what you need to know to be a successful UPMA officer.
Tony Leonardi, Co National President, Mike McManus, FL State President and David Disharoon, Adverse Action - Area Rep FL, PR, GA, NC SC all spoke on Do’s and Don’ts, we all need to be aware of
to be successful in our careers.
We finished the day with the election of our state officers-beginning November 1, 2018-

President -Tony Leonardi, Secretary- Lori McDounogh, Vice President- Gulf Atlantic Arch Rogers,
Vice President Suncoast- Rick Pasek and Vice President South FL- Victor Lopez, we wish them well
in their new assignments.
These officers will be joining Nancy Grace-Executive Vice President, John Newbold-Treasurer, Ericka
Carmichael-Vice President Gulf Atlantic, Sherry Jude- Vice President Suncoast, Patricia CopelandJohnson-Vice President South FL and Mike McCullough-President Retirees.
We also want to thank our special guests, the Puerto Rico ChapterPresident Kendrick Comulada, Carolina Bello, Postmaster Liales, Edith Ruiz, Postmaster Mororis and
Elizabeth Rivera, Postmaster Barcelonela, it was a pleasure having you join us.
See you all in RENO!!
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Report from Your Florida Executive Vice President
Thank you for a successful 2018 State Convention, without your participation we
could not have done it.
You know who you are, First timers, retirees, trainers, District Managers ,MPOO’s, and those who helped in cooking food for the hospitality room.
We value your input to let us know what you loved or would like to see more of.
Attending State Convention or Career Conference should be very important not
only for the classes they offer but, networking and the chance to be visible and
let the Managers know you are interested in upward mobility.
Every District is planning a conference and we hop to see you next year at the State Convention, when
you bring a neighboring office .
I have to let you in on our secret weapon. Someone works very hard at her job, finding a hotel at the last
minute due to constructions issues at the first hotel. Calling vendors, trainers and pushing us to all do a
better job to make the State Convention a huge success.
My great friend and yours Kathleen (KC) Peaden.
We have to thank the Chapter of New York, not sure they realized the Gem she is.
She may be retired from the Post Office but not for UPMA.

If you get the chance please let her know how awesome she is and what a wonderful convention it was.
Once again
Thank you all who attended, the ones that missed next year be there!
Membership
Go to your neighboring office and tell them what they missed and if they are not a member have them
sign a 1187.
Love to All
Nancy Grace
Executive VP
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THIS –N –THAT…..
BY: Barbara Whidden, Postmaster Retired, Umatilla, FL 32784-9998
UPMA LEARNING CENTER

Have you ever been on our national website? Unitedpma.org
There is a wealth of information there if you can devote a little time. The “seminars”
change periodically but are always things that are of use to all Postmasters, OICs,
agers, supervisors, etc.

man-

The topics offered today are; time management, do I qualify for a supervisor? is my office level correct?, parliamentary procedure, membership, and adverse action to name just a few. They are all written by members and if
you have any questions after listening to their presentation, you can contact them to ask your questions.
Invest a few minutes periodically and you will see a “return on your investment” of time and dues.
FLORIDA UPMA 2018 CONVENTION…….If you missed it, we are sorry for your loss. Watch “The Bugle” for news about our 2019 convention because you won’t want to miss it. Also, if you have any suggestions
for improving our convention. We are open to suggestions on anything …On page 2 of “The Bugle” you will
see the name, K.C. Peaden, Convention Coordinator or our state president Mike McManus…let either of them
know your thoughts….. We appreciate the feedback.
Nancy Grace, our Executive VP and Hospitality Chair made sure we had lots of food and fun for the hospitality
room including offering meals on Friday evening and Saturday for lunch. Some of our vendors provided meals
for breakfast on Friday and Saturday, and lunch on Friday. Some of the vendors also gave us “donations” to
help with the overall costs of the hospitality room and of course, lots of our members brought food items, paper
goods, ice chests, etc. to be used in the room……The hotel set the room up great with 3 big round tables/chairs,
long tables for the food items, and a full kitchen…..
I won’t talk more about the convention as I am sure it will be covered elsewhere in “The Bugle”.
THREE DIGIT MEETINGS…….in the next few months, you will hear more about “local meetings” in your
area. Those meetings will be led by a Florida UPMA VP and we will also try to have a USPS guest with us at
the meeting.
STEAKOUT…it is not too early to be thinking about January 19, 2019 in Eustis, FL. $25. For a filet mignon
“steak out” cooked on oak wood and all of the trimmings including dessert. If you do homemade goods, bring
them for our “door prize time”. Of course, you are welcome to bring spouses or guests and children too….The
atmosphere is sort of like a “family reunion” if you haven’t been before, very casual.. WE even invite our UPMA “cousins” who might be wintering in Florida to join us. Attendance is usually about 150. This event is
sponsored by our FL UPMA Retirees, but is open to all to attend. Our executive boards hold their mid-year
board meetings this weekend too so if you would like to attend one of those, they are open to all members to
attend. Watch our FL paper for more information plus our FL UPMA website, upmafl.org While our website
isn’t nearly as informative as the national site, unitedpma.org, our webmaster Marvin Marley does a great
job…..His greatest reward is in seeing that members have visited the sight..
MEMBERSHIP…come join us…if you, or a neighbor, are not a member. You can enroll on line and right
now we are offering 6 months of dues for free when you sign up. Just go to unitedpma.org/membership and
select PS 1187 to enroll. If you are a new retiree, we need you to complete a PS 1187R and dues are only $5/
month.
See you soon at a local meeting…...
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SIGNATURE FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
We were formed almost 50 years ago as NAPUS Federal Credit Union, by Postmasters and for Postmasters….With the dwindling numbers of Postmasters and then Postplan, some tough decisions had to be
made and thus Signature Federal Credit Union was born.
Today, we have almost 30,000 members nationwide.
WE offer very competitive rates on loans, savings, etc. Our office is in the UPMA National Office building in
Alexandria, VA….BUT, WE ARE AS CLOSE AS YOUR TELEPHONE, 1-800-336-0284…Give us a call to check out
our rates….We also offer, debit cards, VISA Affinity credit cards with low rates, and every other benefit that
any bank or credit union offers.

Our annual meeting is always held at our UPMA national convention. The results of Board of Director and
Credit Committee elections are announced at this meeting. Every member of the cu receives a ballot via
mail to be completed and returned.
We thank those who stopped by our table at the FL/PR UPMA. Hopefully, you are enjoying the backpack
filled with pens, clips, tape measures, etc. And, we know you enjoyed the ice cold water in the cozies. It
was also out pleasure to host breakfast on Saturday morning at convention.
The winners of our 2 $50. gifts were Rodney Boland, PM retired Perry Fl and National VP of UPMA retirees,
and Mike Stokes, spouse of retired IN (now FL) Postmaster Sandy Stokes and Exec VP of our FL UPMA retirees…. Thank you all for entering.
Remember to call 1-800-336-0284 to check out our rates, You will find all employees very service oriented.
Thank you
Barbara Whidden
Signature FCU Credit Committee member
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The Florida Chapter was made aware of the severe problems faced by the Puerto Rico Chapter following
the Devastation of Hurricane Maria. We invited them to attend our Chapter Convention and we would supply them with meeting space and sharing of classes and meals.
New friends were made between both chapters and we hope we can do something similar in the future, under better circumstances!
Florida President Mike McManus presents Puerto Rico President Kendrick Comulada for his outstanding
leadership as President during Hurricane Maria.

The Puerto Rico Delegation from left
to right:

Kendrick Comulada
Carolina Bello
Edith Ruiz
Elizabeth Rivera
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It Was A Good One!
I am so impressed with this year's Florida UPMA conference! Convention Chair, KC Peaden deserves a medal for
bringing to us a top-notch conference that was finalized after only one month’s notice of shuffling hotels due to construction! The learning opportunities were huge, the meals were delicious and my favorite, the networking was pretty
amazing! I was able to eat lunch with a few staff members from my own District and was thrilled to see a former
MPOO, Keith Pierle who has made his way back to Florida…very cool! We were provided a real nice and spacious
hospitality room that was full of fun, socializing and delicious homemade food…I believe Nancy Grace put a lot of
thought, love and hard work into that food! Hats off to her and those who helped make that possible!!
It was an honor to chair the First Timer Recognition Committee and I would like to thank Sandee Peaden for all her
help! We had eleven First Timers including two from Puerto Rico. I have to say, it was a privilege to welcome the
Puerto Rico members, they fit right in! Each First Timer was given a beach ball and a marker to obtain as many signatures on the balls as possible. The intention was to get them noticed and to get them acquainted with our UPMA
members. Saturday afternoon we counted up the signatures and crowned a King and Queen First Timer with the
most signatures. Craig Albright, PM of Lake Helen FL with 34 signatures was declared King and Edith Ruiz, PM of
Mororis PR was declared Queen with 54 signatures. Each winner was given a prize of free registration to next year's
FL UPMA convention to encourage them to become "two timers"! Each First Timer was given a real cool mug that
Sandee decaled with a UPMA logo. At this convention any member who brought a First Timer had their registration
as well as the First Timers registration reimbursed so I encourage you to come next year and take advantage of this
and possibly more incentives to be in attendance
If you were unable to make this year's convention, please watch "The Bugle" for information about "3-digit" or area
meetings. These meetings will consist of maybe a late lunch or early dinner and will have good information to benefit
you as a member…hope to see you there!
Lori McDonough
FL UPMA Chapter Secretary
I would like to take a moment to brag on my employees at the High Springs FL Post Office. We were recently recognized by GFA District Manager, David Martin for being a two-time Certified Engaged Team (CET). Mr. Martin stated
that we were one out of twenty offices in his District that received a plaque for Qt I in 2018 for the Postal Pulse survey
response rate. I had six employees not in attendance for this group picture but they all make me proud to lead such a
great team!

*************************************************************************************************************************************
Hi Ralph,
I had a great time and a great experience at the UPMA convention. Everyone was very welcoming and made me feel very welcome!! I would like to thank everyone for an awesome experience.
Sincerely,
Ada L. Gonzalez, First Timer
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Florida really tries to make the First Time Attendees Welcome. This year they were
given beach balls and had to try to get as many signatures on their ball as possible.
The winners were crowned King and Queen of the First Timers!
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The Vendors that participated in our Second Annual UPMA Convention were available throughout the Convention. Not only were they available for knowledge and advice, they contributed heavily to the financial
cost of operating a convention. And then, to top it
off, awarded door prizes to attendees at the end of
the convention!
Thanks To All of them!
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When first arriving at our convention, we were greeted by Smiling Cathy Owen!

Cathy took care of Attendee’s registration, questions, directions, etc

The Rocklege Police Department Color Guard presented the American Flag for our Opening
Ceremony

Florida Chapter President Mike McManus Opened the Convention
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Where else but at a UPMA Chapter Convention
could you “meet and greet” your District Manager?
And ask him/her questions?

The Florida District Managers, left to right: Mr David Martin, Gulf Atlantic District, Mr. Tim
Costello, South FL Disrict, Mr. Eric Chavez, Suncoast District

DM David Martin with Maria Hester, Sherry
Creasor, Dee-Williams Tatis
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Friday afternoon the Active Postmasters met with many of the POOM’s from across Florida. Discussed were advancement opportunities, how to apply, what they look for in future managers.
While the Postmasters were learning how to advance their careers, the Retiree’s met and discussed business and had elections. Incumbents President Mike McCullough and Vice President
Sandra Peadon-Oliver were re-elected to their current position.

Above: President Mike McCullough chaired the meeting.
Below: The Florida Retirees doing business
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Saturday Night was
“Denim and Diamonds”
We had a great dinner and
companionship
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As in past years, the hospitality room was the place to “meet and greet”, catch up with old
friends, make new ones, tell “war” stories, and just relax!
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The UPMA National Presidential campaign is winding down and only the Nevada state convention remains to vote on their choice later in July.
This last weekend, the votes received have indicated that Dan Heins will be the first UPMA National President!
The advocacy for both candidates shows that our membership is engaged in the selection process and looking for the best person to represent them. Rich and his supporters ran an enthusiastic campaign and they are recognized for their efforts.
This is a new beginning for our organization and, you as members, are the foundation of UPMA.
With your support for Dan, you have chosen a President with experience, passion and commitment to lead UPMA into the future.
Thank you for the time you invested with calls, emails or any other activity you did on Dan's
behalf. He looks forward to, and values your continued
input throughout his presidency. Words cannot express the gratitude we have for your support.
The future of UPMA is bright!
See you in Reno!
Anita Pfiefer
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Saturday Morning we held our Memorial Service for members, family members, and friends that have
departed this earth. Sandy Stoke and Barbara Whidden hosted the ceremony.
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In Memoriam
Harold L. Gebhard

Frank L. Farrow

John A. Stewart

Gretchen E. Stoltz

Jeannette G. Lindsey

William A. Davis

John W. Dilmore

Sharie D. Spates

Charles A. Miller

Frederick C. Ohnemuller, Jr.

Colleen K. Divacky

Joseph H. McNeill, Jr.
Albert P. Adams
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Shown Below is the 2019 Florida Chapter Executive Board
Left to Right:
Mike McManus, Immediate Past President
Sherry Jude, Suncoast VP
Tony Leonardi, Incoming President
Erica Carmicheal, Gulf Atlantic VP
Nancy Grace, Executive VP
Mike McCullough, Retiree President

Patricia Copeland-Johnson, South FL VP
Victor Lopez, South FL VP
Rick Pasek, Suncoast VP
Lori McDounogh, Secretary
Arch Rogers, Gulf Atlantic VP
Ralph Viegelmann, Editor
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Florida Retiree Executive Board for 2019
Left to Right:
Cathy Owens, Secy/Treas
Sandee Peaden-Oliver, VP
Mike McCullough, President
Sandy Stokes, Executive VP
KC Cunningham, VP

Elizabeth Rivera, Postmaster, Barcelonela, PR being sworn in by National President Tony Leonardi
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The Florida Chapter awarded three scholarships during the convention.
The winners were:
Anna Catherine Gillis, Granddaughter of Marvin Marley, Postmaster Retired
Alexis Carmichael, Daughter of Ericka Carmichael, Postmaster
Karlee Nicole Dykes, Daughter of Caren Dykes, Postmaster
Ms Gillis scholarship was for $500, awarded by the Florida Retirees.
Ms Alexis and Ms Karlee was for $500 each, awarded by the Active Postmasters.
Just prior to this issue going to print, we received the following thank you~
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
To Whom It May Concern,
I am writing to thank you for awarding me the generous UMPA scholarship. I was thrilled
ceive this scholarship and I’m so appreciative of the help it will give me. Because of this
arship, I will be more able to focus on my education and save up for the next college I
I will do my best to be a model pupil during my college years. Thank you very much for
support!

to rescholattend.
your

Sincerely,
Anna Gillis
19164 NE Oak Hill Dr.
Blountstown, FL 32424
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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ADVERSE ACTION- 5C's YOU NEED TO AVOID
1. CREDIT (CREDIT CARD)
A lot of you have a Smart Pay Card that you can use for buying supplies for your Office. Don't abuse the
rights that come with this card by using it for travel, gas, or anything for your personal use. Keep this card
separate from your personal credit cards. There have been a lot of cases where a Postmaster has used this
card by mistake. It can be very difficult explaining or defending why you used this card.
2. CHEMICALS
Alcohol and drugs have a lot of negative effects on people in our society as well as Postmasters. It’s just a
reflection of what is going on in the world. It's usually when the alcohol or the drugs take over your life and
become an addiction that it becomes a big problem leading to theft of Postal funds, or the inability to do your
job. Let's say your name ends up in the paper for having a DUI. If you don't think the Post Office won't
come after you because it happened outside of work hours. Think again. As a Postmaster you have a code of
conduct you must abide by in or out of the Post Office.
3. CHANCE (GAMBLING)
We all like to gamble, but again this can become an addiction and take over your life. This usually leads to
theft of Postal funds, kiting money orders, or doing anything you can to get funds to be able to gamble. We
had a Postmaster that was taking long lunches on the clock in order to spend time at the Casino. As with this
individual, it will catch up with you.
4. COMPUTERS

Never use your Postal Computer to view unauthorized programs, pornography, or any other sites not Postal
related. Though the Postal computers are pretty regulated these days, there are still Postmasters that are
abusing the system. The Post Office can tell what sites you have gone to even though you think you have
deleted them. When the OIG comes into an Office for an investigation, a lot of times this is one of the first
things they check. Similar and probably more prevalent these days is the abuse of the cell phones that Postmasters are being given. Make sure you use them for business use only, and make sure they are in your possession 24/7. As with the information in computers, there is always a record of who you called, and when
you called.
5. CONTRARIAN
If you are going to continually battle with your POOM, eventually you might end up getting demoted or
even re-moved. If you disagree with something your POOM is making you do, you can't just say you won't
do it unless i is unsafe or illegal. The best thing to do is document what you are being asked to do and bring
it up to your State UPMA President and have them investigate why the action is being done.
Re-printed from the Wisconsin ZIP Line
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Being Thankful
For several years, like most of you, I wore many hats as a Postmaster. I can
remember as an Orientation Trainer, seeing the excitement of the newly
hired employees.
They couldn’t wait to get started on their new careers at the USPS. It was an
honor to be able to share my experiences with them and to let them know
that the work was challenging and rewarding.
When I would go back to the office I was assigned to, reality would set in. There would always be a few
that seemed less than thankful to have their job. Unfortunately the attitude of these few would try to dominate the rest of the employees. I have always felt it was the position of management to set the “tone” of the
workplace environment. Sometimes it was very difficult to be positive but definitely achievable. I would
try to think back to the day that I was hired and remembered how truly grateful I was.
Some might say “well you don’t know how it is” or “that was a few years ago”. Well you are wrong because we do remember how tough our jobs could be but we persevered. With the knowledge and support
of fellow Postmasters and Managers we managed to get thru some tough times too.
Our UPMA organization is something to be thankful for and proud of just like working for the USPS. If
you don’t really know what UPMA is about or what they do for you please consider checking it out. There
is always someone in the organization that would gladly help you.
Yes I am truly proud and thankful for my career at the USPS.
James 1:12 Blessed is the man who perseveres thru trials; because when he has stood the test, he will
receive the crown of life that God had promised to those who love Him.
Respectfully submitted,
Sandy Stokes
EX Vice President Retirees
UPMA Florida
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I would like to thank the retiree's for voting me in as your new Retiree Vice
President.
One of my goals this year is to work on increasing our membership. This is a job
that we all can work on. If you know of anyone retiring, contact them and encourage them to sign an 1187R. A good resource for knowing when a member
has retired is the UPMA Gold. Each month there is a list of the current month
members that have retired. If you aren’t receiving the UPMA Gold on your
email, the send a note to Linda Carter at upmagold@gmail.com to be added.
I also want to mention our State Convention that we just attended. I am not
sure if it was just me, but it seemed that everyone was having a fun and relaxing
time along with all the great training and speakers. KC Peaden worked extra hard at making sure that everything went smoothly. The food that the hotel served us was delicious and the largest servings I have ever
seen. The hotel staff was great at helping with any issue. We even had several of the maintenance workers
volunteering to help us unload our cars and help carry our numerous & heavy items up the stairs to the hospitality room. And speaking of the hospitality room, Nancy Grace and her helpers did a great job. We had
some delicious meals, snacks and desserts. We played some games and I enjoyed learning how to play Texas
hold'em, I even won a few games.
Thank you everyone for a great convention!
Sandee
***************************************************************************************
HELP!!

I have been collecting the Florida state pictures that are taken at National convention. I am missing the photos from:
2007, Albuquerque, NM
2011 Puerto Rico
2013 Seattle, WA.
Please contact me if you have any of these so I can make arrangements to copy them.
Donna Loud at 941-320-0036 or Dloud1@verizon.net THANKS!!!
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Dress for Success
This started as just a quick article on First Impressions, You are what you appear to be, Who’s the Boss?
and your appearance.
I went with a friend of mine into a large Post Office. He had some problems with his mail and asked the
lady at the counter if someone could help him. She called the floor supervisor and he came out to the
counter.
The supervisor was dressed in a striped polo shirt with collar, not sure where his nametag was, but my
thoughts were “this is the lead person”?
I’ve been retired for 17 years. During my 37 years with the Post Office and Postal Service, any EAS employee should dress like a person of authority.
There was a book published in 1975 called “Dress for Success”. It lead to weekly articles in newspapers
and magazines. At that time it was geared mainly to men. The ideas and research cross the genders
though.
Reveals why men often dress for failure and offers specific advice on suits, shirts, ties, haircuts, and accessories that help insure the success of men in the business world.
A Google search shows that the term “Dress for Success” is widely used nowadays for both men and
women, and there is even a business clothing donation activity that will donate business clothing to lower
income women to help them advance in their careers.

The point that I am trying to make is that managers and employees should dress the part. You want to
project to your employees and superiors that you are a professional in appearance and knowledge.
Anyway, try a Google search on Dress for Success~~pretty interesting information.
Ralph E. Viegelmann
Editor
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Ralph E. Viegelmann
Editor
10173 N Suncoast Blvd, Lot 51
Crystal River, FL 34428-6704
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